BROAD UNDERGROUND FILM SERIES

An exploration of video art and experimental and avant-garde film from its earliest developments to the present day.

All events are free and open to the public.

SEPTEMBER 16, 7pm
East of Borneo, Early Abstractions, and Flights of Fancy
Broad MSU Sculpture Garden
Curated by Lyn Goeringer
An outdoor screening of silent films and live musical accompaniments

OCTOBER 26, 7pm
Wavelengths
Broad MSU Education Wing
Curated by Ellen McCallum
Two landmarks in structural experimentation by Michael Snow

NOVEMBER 16, 7pm
Naked Reality by Jean-Pierre Bekelo
Broad MSU Education Wing
Curated by Kenneth Harrow
An Afrofuturist Science Fiction

DECEMBER 3, 7pm
Russian & Soviet Underground
The Robin Theatre (REO Town, Lansing)
Curated by Yelena Kalinsky
Unusual videos by eccentric artists, not representative of the larger social body

JANUARY 20, 7pm
Eco & Ego
The Robin Theatre (REO Town, Lansing)
Curated by Lily Woodruff
Art and the anthropocene

FEBRUARY 17, 7pm
Flicker Describing a Cone
(SCEN)E Metrospace (East Lansing)
Curated by Joshua Yumibe
Stroboscopic rhythms and a three dimensional, light sculpture

MARCH 15, 7pm
Infrastructuralisms
(SCEN)E Metrospace (East Lansing)
Curated by Justus Nieland & Lyn Goeringer
Making visible the buried networks and systems that bring communities into being

APRIL 15, 4pm
Space in the Brain
Abrams Planetarium (MSU)
Curated by Greg Zinman
Cosmic exploration and pictorial abstraction

BROAD UNDERGROUND is an ongoing collaboration between the Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum and MSU Film Studies and English faculty members. This year’s partnering venues include The Robin Theatre in REO Town and (SCEN)E Metrospace in East Lansing. Don’t miss the season finale at Abrams Planetarium!